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and design two books documenting forty years of my life. What's 
the point? Who would read them? Do they really need to weigh-
in at 400+ pages? As I write this I am eight months and 200 
pages into this project. I've poured my heart and soul into these 
books and I truly wanted to be able to reply to these legitimate 
questions. Earlier, I jotted down a list of what I thought might be 
semi-cogent answers. And I still have no idea. I only know that 
I'm moving far too fast to turn this ship around.  Should you decide to 
voyage with me through the pages of this book, you will find that 
life hasn’t always been pretty. But the words and imagery you’ll 
discover along the way are unadulterated. And coming from me 
that's saying a lot. I've made a pretty good living out of making 
things look a whole lot better than they actually are. In some cases, 
the 'things' included packaging and identities for businesses. In 

i honestly don’t
know what would possess me to write



other cases, they were masks for my own emotions. Either way, 
I’ve tried to stay as unrefined as possible in how I reveal my 
personal musings to you. In this, the first of two books, I’ve 
decided to approach things differently. I am combining words 
I’ve scrawled out on journal pages and napkins with images 
I’ve sketched out on anything that wouldn’t run from me. 
Though the imagery has been manipulated to fit the format of 
this book and certain names have been replaced by asterisks, 
the lion’s share of the content remains true to its original form.
You will also discover that, in contrast to most other books, 
I’ve made a few unorthodox decisions regarding the design 
of this one. For instance, there is no table of contents. There 
are no chapters or sections. There are no page numbers. And 
there is no chronological order to the story. Instead I’ve used a 
few subtle color and mood gradations for the sake continuity. 







I went this route because none of my journals or sketchbooks are 

designed with structure and order in mind. My intention was to 

tell a story that feels thrown together much like my own life has 

been. I suspect life hasn’t been any more ordered for you. I wanted to 

create something that you could flip through from cover to cover in 

one sitting - or just a few pages at a time whenever the mood strikes. 

I suppose my ultimate aim for this project is a personal one. I 

thought that somehow in the process of sifting through decades 

of my own life’s story I would be able to make some sense of the 

past and move forward knowing that, though some of the days I 

left behind me were dark, the brightest days still lay ahead. But 

more than that, I hope that you will find both commiseration 

and inspiration enough to tell the story of your life someday.









Today we left Spokane and arrived at our new home in Seattle. 

I don’t remember being this depressed. Last night, I went to the 

Spokane International Airport with two friends so we could 

say our goodbyes. We parked out at the end of the runway (where 

we probably shouldn’t have been), stretched out on the hood of 

the car and watched as the planes flew over our heads. We didn’t 

speak much but we said more in our silence than words could 

ever hope to say. My friends gave me a few gifts. One of them was a  

P.M. DAWN cassette. I’ve been listening to a song called PAPER DOLL 

since we got to Seattle this afternoon. I prefer heavy metal to R&B 

but there’s something about ‘goodbye’ that finds you listening 

to sad songs you couldn’t give a shit about before. And it’s not 

like you listen once or twice and say ‘that’s a really sad song and 

now I feel better about myself’. No. You must pop in the tape and 

give yourself an emotional bludgeoning. That’s how it’s done.

—  S E P T E M B E R  1 9 9 2











I began creating language systems 

when I was about nine years old. 

My friend and I used them to send 

secret messages to each other while 

engaging in ‘defend-the-fort’ war 

games with our brothers. The sad 

thing is, they never did much good. 

Older brothers have a way of getting 

around even the most ambitious and 

enigmatic systems with brute force.

I named the 

alphabet system 

on the right 

“Deadredic” 

(pronounced 

‘day-a-dredik). 

It is based on 

a combination 

of Hebrew, 

Aramaic and 

Akkadian. It 

will be featured 

soon in the film, 

The Son and the 
Sycamore (2017).





‘Yarko’ was 
a brilliant 

linguist and 
philosopher. 

 
But he was also my 

good friend and business 

partner. One cold October 

morning, Yarko picked me 

up at my place for a meeting 

at a Starbucks with our 

interns. We has just pulled 

into the parking lot when 

he dropped a bombshell. He 

looked around the place 

until he felt safe enough  

to let me in on a secret. 

“Don’t freak out on me. I’m doing 

this to protect you.” Yarko said. 

“Listen closely! I need you to help 

me shoot a film blowing the lid 

off of ‘Black Diamond’. Above 

ground? It’s families and children 

as far as the eye can see. Below 

the surface? Agents. Hundreds of 

them. Look, John, you know who 

Edward Snowden is? Well, we 

were kidnapped when we were 

kids by a joint task force comprised 

of CIA and Mossad operatives 

to unearth a Triad faction at the 

Port of Seattle. I’ve got a meeting 

in China Town tomorrow. Hey, 

let’s just act normal around the 
interns for now.” Yarko paused 
before opening the door to 
the cafe. “I’ll also need you to 
whip up some credentials for me by 
tomorrow night”. Yarko would 
go on to tell me that he 
received the tip-off from 
a robotic sparrow and I 
would spend the rest of the 
day in silence, nursing the 

dull ache in my stomach 
and trying to keep my food 
down. Yarko disappeared a 
week after that meeting. I 
never heard from him again. 
His dad finally found 
him in Las Vegas living 
under a bridge. It wasn’t 
the only story of its kind. 
My own father had been 
institutionalized with 
paranoid schizophrenia 
shortly before his death. 
I’d find out later that 
it wasn’t the first time. 
Mental illness is the 
world’s dirty, little secret. 
Most of us are alright with 
living in a dark world as 
long as there are bright 
minds to light the way. 
But we never imagine that 
the brightest minds are, 
themselves, threatened by 
an encroaching darkness. 
We dream up a world where 
light and dark play well 
together. Where the lion 
lays down with the lamb. A 
world where friends speak 
and sparrows chirp.

WHO KNEW THAT TOP SECRET MESSAGES 
COULD BE DELIVERED TO AGENTS VIA BIONIC SPARROW? THE TRICK IS WRAPPING THEM IN SILLY-PUTTY AND 
TINFOIL. IF THAT DOESN’T WORK, THERE IS A FAILSAFE MECHANISM. SHOULD THE MESSAGE ARRIVED DAMAGED AND 

INDECIPHERABLE, SIMPLY PRESS THE BUTTON UNDER THE BIRD’S LEFT WING AND PRESTO! THE SPARROW WILL ‘TWEET’ 

THE CONTENTS OF THE MESSAGE TO YOU IN A LANGUAGE OF YOUR CHOOSING. AT LEAST, THAT’S HOW I HEARD IT...





I graduated from 

high school 

yesterday. Barely. 

I was backstage 

getting ready and 

when they called 

my name, Mrs. 

Blair looked at 

me and wiped her 

hand across her 

forehead and said 

"pheeeew" which 

pretty much sums 

up my high school 

success. Now I'll



spend the summer 

finding a job so I 

can buy a decent 

drum kit. Then I'll 

try to get a band 

going so I can show 

all these doubters 

that you don't need 

good grades to be a 

rock star! I know it 

sounds cliché but to 

me it's looking like 

the future is wide 

open. The world 

awaits!  — June 1990 





Isaiah 42:3







no spent shell casings. no dangling rope. 

— JOURNAL ENTRY, MAY 1997









APTLY NAMED THE CITY OF 

A THOUSAND MINARETS 

Cairo scrapes the sky with crescent 

moons crafted of stone and various 

metals. Green lights dot the landscape 

when the sun sets. Green is the color 

of freshness for Islam. It represents 

a turning from ignorance to 

enlightenment. Most mosques, the Islamic 

world over, place green florescent 

lights on the minarets which can be 

seen for miles. The calls to prayer which 

reverberate from these towers wash 

the city fives time a day. To hear them 

all at once from the center of the city 

is a spiritual memory you carry with 

you for the rest of your life. Though I 

am a Christian and find myself at odds 

with the religion of Islam, I have heard 

nothing more mesmerizing in my 39 

years on this planet. There is something 

awe-inspiring about the sincerity of 

this faith and it’s manifestation in the 

Voices of the Minarets. 



The People of Cairo



hen Egypt enters the mind you might imagine sweeping 

deserts, the dusty busts of pharaohs-past, monumental 

pyramids and a bright cloudless sky. Having been there 

I found plenty of all four. But what I never expected to 

find I discovered just inside the places often glossed 

over in a tour bus. I found people. Real people. Not touts and guides. There 

were those, of course. But I met the work-a-day citizens of a nation hanging 

in the balance of prosperity and corruption. The people who live just a little 

deeper beneath the cogworks of society were the reason I chose Cairo. I 

found ‘Mahmoud’ sitting a block away from our hotel. He sat there everyday 

just watching life go by. Mahmoud met every ‘salaam’ Corbin and I threw at 

him with enthusiasm. He would stand up and lift his dusty hands to the sky 

and imbue us with peace as we left our hotel to explore each day. He expected 

nothing in return. He was just a happy man in an uncertain world existing 

only as a living reminder to passers-by that life really is what you make 

it. Mahmoud did much more than brighten our day, he taught us a lesson 

in contentment. And all of this without the whisper of an English word.

note: Less than two years after leaving Cairo, Mahmoud would 

find himself in the center of a city gone mad as foreigners descended 

upon the city to protest Mohamed Morsi, the ‘Puppet of the West’.







YOU HEAR THINGS ABOUT  East 
Jerusalem. After all, the media must 
have its ratings. We stayed in a guest 
house in the Muslim Quarter expecting to 
see lots of action and experience plenty 
of harassment from local Arabs. Neither 
happened. While there was no shortage 
of hustles being run by shop-keepers, 
hospital i ty  and genuine intrigue 
regarding Americans was the rule. We 
walked around all hours of the night and 
felt perfectly safe in every part of town 
within the walls of the city. Soldiers are 
everywhere. But even without them I 
suspect that Arab charm and warmth 
would be made manifest at every turn. 
It’s just in their nature. This is all aside 

from the fact that there is a struggle here between governments and some select groups, of course. But on the 
whole, good natured people are the majority. One thing I found in my travels both in Israel and Egypt is that Arabs and 
Egyptians never make light of the foibles of another. For example, I was a bit over ambitious on one of my walks around 
the Old City and slipped on the ancient stone steps leading up to the ramparts. A group of Arab youth were sitting just 
feet away from me. Rather than point and snicker as most western teenagers would (myself included), they all stood 
up in unison and made their way over to me to make sure I was alright. There may exist any number of reasons why 
this happens as a rule but that fact that it happens at all endears these people to me. The Muslim Quarter is a treat to 
the senses. And the people that live here are among the most unique I have ever encountered. 

T H E C I T Y  O F  DAV I D

Muslim Quarter
EAST JERUSALEM



HOW M A N Y BOOKS HAV E 
been written about this ancient city? How 
many movies made, songs recorded? More 
than I care to research to be sure. We 
entered Jerusalem t h r ou g h t he L ion’s 
G a t e .  O u r  h o t e l  h a d  b e e n  bu i lt i nto a 
structure just inside the city wall, 100 paces 
from the gate itself. Most visitors enter 
through Jaffa Gate but we were so taken by 
our surroundings in the Muslim Quarter 
that we didn’t even make to Ja ffa Gate 
u nti l a day later a nd it was u ndergoi n g 
some construction. Though you may have 
settled into Israel days or even weeks before 
going up to the City for your first visit, 
you will find yourself at a loss for words to 
describe the place to anyone who might be 
waiting back home. Your nose is the first 
sensory receptor to have an analysis report 

rushed upstairs to the brain. First in line to greet you are the aromas of bread, spices, coffee, tea, roasted lamb, 
olive oil, mildew, wet dog, body odor, melting plastic, diesel, sulfur, leather and in some places sewage (with 
all species of mammal known to mankind well-represented in the olfactory assault). After a time it all blends 
together to create the memory you will carry with you forever. The smell simply becomes known as Jerusalem. 
Many of the sounds you will experience are not unlike those you hear in other places you may have visited in the 
Middle East. Calls to prayer, brash invitations to peruse a shopkeeper’s wares and thousands of footsteps falling 
on stone. But there are other sounds that, when combined together, remain exclusive to Jerusalem. Cathedral 
bells, Torah canters, Jewish children singing on their way to school, Franciscan monks chanting somewhere 
deep within catacombs unseen, traditional Arabic music, clanging metal, the squeaky wheels of old carts and, 
unfortunately, diesel equipment for construction which is always going on in the Old City.







FOR ALL OF THE RESEARCH I 
did on Israel before going, I never 
imagined I would stumble upon a 
paradise as spectacular as Ein Gedi. 
The air was dry and the temperature 
perfect and every morning the sun 
peeked over the hills of the Dead Sea 
region around 6 AM and washed the 
desert sands and the surface of the 
sea with light. The botanical gardens 
of the Ein Gedi Resort are second to 
none. Painstakingly manicured and 
pampered by volunteer staff, these 
lush, green grounds beckon travelers 
to sit beneath the shelter and shade 
of its towering palms and listen to 
the music of birds most visitors have 
never heard from before. Surrounded 

by massive cliff walls on one side and the ever-still Dead Sea on the other, the oasis feels like it very 
well could be the planet’s’ last hold out against the encroaching travail of modernity.  This absolutely 
must be close to what Heaven will be like. In February, the weather is so mild you almost forget you 
are feeling anything. It is a perfect stasis for the nerves, which are in charge of handing over detailed 
reports on things like temperature to the brain. And that’s a damn good thing considering the brain is 
far too busy processing the splendor of the place and weighing it against the very high likelihood that 
you are asleep dreaming. There are people who travel from all parts of the world (and perhaps even the 
universe given the nature of the human creatures that find themselves here) just to stay in this oasis. 
They are just not as interested in visiting  Jerusalem or Tel Aviv or any of the other historically  
and culturally-significant  sites for which Israel has become known.



SUNNY TEL AVIV IS THE 
pulsing center of energy that keeps tiny 
Israel firing on all cylinders. Commerce, 
culture and community all converge in 
this thriving metropolis. Tel Aviv is 
a very unique addition to the world’s 
largest cities and, at the ripe old age of 
60, it is the youngest city of them all. 
Nestled alongside the ‘Big Orange’ is 
Yafo, the ancient sea port. Our hotel 
was centered in this culturally-diverse 
berg. We relished every second we spent 
traveling in and out of time through the 
’wormhole’  as we traversed its narrow, 
winding alley ways. But just minutes 
north of the mostly-Arab Yafo, we were 
reminded that 2010 still exists. Tel Aviv 
fostered our first experience in middle 

eastern cuisine. Falafel, Sambich, Hummus (like nothing you’ve ever tasted in the States) are found on every corner. 
It’s no wonder Starbucks didn’t work here. Although initially I lamented this fact, I found many more interesting 
alternatives to the monstrosity of a coffee chain. And, for the record, a cappuccino in Israel turns out to be a latte 
in many places and a cup of coffee with milk in others. In other words, best to leave your time-tested, barista-
approved ordering jargon at home. It has no power here! One of the best cups of coffee I had on this journey was 
in a little cafe in a neighborhood called Neve Tzedek. Built in 1887, this neighborhood was among the first to be 
built in the sand dunes outside of Yafo. It is a very unique community and its houses are as individual as the artists, 
musicians, poets and craftsmen who live in them. In short, Tel Aviv is a constant reminder that western life reaches 
far beyond the city limits of New York, London and Paris. Like they have throughout most of the world, the ideals 
of the West find their way to ancient lands surrounded on all sides by sand, surf and the ruins of civilizations which 
once stood in defiance of change. The difference in Tel Aviv is that it maintains its identity as a community of 
people inextricably tied to their surroundings and to a deep, rich history they cannot (and never try to) escape.





The Mighty River



FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS the Nile River 
has been the life-source of the cities and villages 
along it’s fertile banks. And nothing has changed. 
But more than a sustaining artery, the Nile is a 
gathering place for families and community. We 
followed a family all the way from the local mosque 
2 miles away after services on a Friday. Along the 
way, they purchased pita bread, hummus and 
water for their evening on the river. The Feluccas 
(modeled after ancient boats) line the banks with 
a qubtaan (captain) standing at the ready for each 
vessel. This is a very busy time for felucca owners. 
Countless tourists ride these boats every day but 
the volume of foreign travelers amounts to nothing 
when compared to the sheer number of locals who 
flock to them on Friday. Corbin and I were, at 
times, mistaken for worshipers and were offered 
access to certain feluccas seemingly reserved for 

locals. However, because we wanted to observe the scene from the outside, we politely turned the offer down. And, of course, 
once our American accents were detected the touts and craftsmen moved in. But by then, we were seasoned journeymen in 
the art of polite-yet-firm dismissal. Up on the 26th of July bridge, we settled in for a spectacular show of Cairo weekend life. 
The aromas of freshly baked bread, cardamom, cinnamon, coffee and diesel fuel held us spellbound as we leaned against the 
buttresses of the overpass staring down into the water. My mind, without hesitation, juxtaposes this scene with any number 
of American cities. What is different here?  There is no pushing or shoving; no demands to yield right-of-way; no frustration 
etched on the faces of the massive throngs of people meandering slowly to destinations unknown to us. Not today anyway. 
Today is Friday. And Fridays are for families. 

The Nile & The City

The Mighty River

































n a perfect world, 

you could address a philosophical quandary 

in person to everyone who was interested in hearing 

your take on it. But I’ve found that nothing gets to 

the heart of the matter like a story. And while the 

written word is powerful, a film that takes the form 

of a parable is a potent message that you tend to 

remember long after you leave the theater. This is 

what I’m trying to accomplish with Isaac the Roman. 

In short, it’s the story of the church as portrayed by 

Isaac, a young Jewish boy growing up in first-century 

Judea. He gets arrested and taken to the forward 

camp during Titus’ siege of Jerusalem and witnesses 

the fall of his temple. Then he gets carted off to 

Rome and has to decide how much of Rome he wants 

to absorb at the expense of his Jewish identity. It’s 

really a story about the proverbial fork-in-the-road.















































WHEN WE SET OUT TO START THE CAMPAIGN TO RAISE 

FUNDS FOR THE SHORT FILM, THE SON AND THE SYCAMORE, 

I WAS VERY EXCITED TO REVEAL THE PLANS FOR THE 

MESMER’S MASK. I ALREADY KNEW THAT WE WANTED TO 

COMBINE SEVERAL ELEMENTS FROM ANCIENT CULTURES 

INTO THE THING. I WORKED WITH MY BROTHER, NATHAN, 

A MASTER CARPENTER, TO BEGIN GATHERING DIFFERENT 

METALS AND WOODS FOR THE MASK’S DESIGN. BRONZE, 

PE W TER, SILVER, TE AK, EBONY AND OTHER E XOTIC 

MATERIALS WERE ROUGHED INTO THE THEME. I COULDN’T 

WAIT TO SEE THE FINISHED PIECE. WE WERE LOOKING 

FORWARD TO REWARDING THE LARGEST CONTRIBUTOR 

WITH THE FINAL MASK ONCE WE HAD SHOT THE FILM. 





— February 12, 2009









I’m having one of those days where you sit outside and stare up at the 

sky. These kinds of days are always dangerous for me. After a while 

I get to thinking. God speaks the world into existence. He creates 

everything then sets aside a Garden where He lovingly forms humanity 

with one fluid move of his hand. He imagines a brilliant system of 

light and dark from which love — the act of choosing light in the 

face of the dark — can be realized and grappled with by humanity 

and demonstrated to the Creator. The essence of light and dark is 

masterfully poured into two trees. It is left to man to choose. But after 

mining the depths of God’s creative genius I’m left with one question.

“Ser iously, God? You’ve done all of this work only to let one 

little tiny reptile get the drop on you?” Here’s to hoping the 

angel guarding the gate has a better handle on pest control by the 

time we all get back Home. Because I ain’t going through this again.

— may 2011







— july  2014





— JOURNAL ENTRY, APRIL  2002



I’ve always been haunted by the notion that I’m 

living on borrowed time. When you grow up listening 

as others are told the stories about how you spent 

your infant life in a hospital bed surrounded by 

doctors with clipboards full of flatline records yet 

here you are, alive and kicking twenty-five years 

later, you might just discover that. . .

—  N O V E M B E R  2 0 0 1





Solitude has its benefits. I can 
accomplish far more working on 

my own than I can with even the 
most competent co-workers and 

colleagues. My family is another 
matter altogether though. I used 
to try to convince myself I could 
live without my family around. 

I’d fantasize about living in a 
monastery and praying all day 

while making wine and chocolate. 
Or traversing uncharted jungles 

and deserts. Or writing book  after 
book in a secluded cabin in the 

mountains. But the truth is I am 
keenly aware that I need to have 

people I love around me even 
if they aren’t saying anything. 

Even if we aren’t in the same 
room. The most annoying traits 
of a person you love become the 

sweetest melody when you’ve been 
away  for too long. 







IN MY STUDIES TODAY 

I've stumbled across yet another etymological phenomenon 

that bears investigation. In Hebrew, from everything I can 

gather, ANI is used by humans in day-to-day transactions 

with other humans. It means 'I' exist because 'you' exist while 

ANOCHI means 'I' exist because I EXIST. Only God can relate 

to that pronoun. Again, theology on the god-ship of Jesus is 

not the issue. I found the Anochi statement in The Delitzsch 

Gospels and I can't help but wonder if the sacred pronoun has 

been read back into the translation. Do we have a source 

other than theology that has JESUS saying these words? If 

not, this is a huge theological misstep. At the very least, 

we are offending a people who fervently worship the One, 

True God of the Universe. But it is much worse than that. We 

are making a god of someone who never intended to be one.

YESHUA SAID, “I AM 

THE WAY — AND THE 

TRUTH AND THE LIFE; 

NO ONE COMES TO 

THE FATHER EXCEPT 

THROUGH ME.









Being diagnosed with a mental 

disorder is not quite like getting 

news that you have cancer. Unless 

you’re being told you have full-

blown schizophrenia (in which case 

you wouldn’t believe the doctor 

anyway since he probably works for 

the CIA), the diagnosis comes as a 

relief. I remember when Dr. Haykin 

put a name to my moods swings. The 

fact that other creative nut jobs 

suffer from bipolar coupled with 

the fact that there are medications 

with successful track records for 

managing the disorder meant 

that I hadn’t yet been given over 

to complete insanity. The diagnosis 

was a light at the end of the tunnel.

— JOURNAL ENTRY, OCTOBER 2006







While I was researching the sordid history of the Roman 

Empire, I was intrigued by some of the crazy methods of 

execution employed by different emperors. Crucifixion was 

not a Roman invention (though they did perfect it). The 

Greeks found use for nailing someone to a tree after they 

saw it done effectively in Persia. Another form of punishment 

for slaves and traitors in Rome was to place a man into a sack 

with a snake, and pig and a donkey. The sack would be sewn 

shut and thrown into the sea while spectators watched as the 

creatures inside fought their way out. But what intrigued me 

most were assassinations of the cloak-and-dagger variety. 

Most of these invovled poison. This was also the way more 

than a few Emperors would choose to end their own lives.   









— JOURNAL ENTRY, FEB 2010

,











WITH THE FEELING THAT I HAVEN’T ACCOMPLISHED WHAT I SET 

out to do today. To be honest, I’m experiencing this guilt two or three 
times a week lately. The absurdity of this notion comes to the fore 
when I look back over the last 24 hours and find that I completed tasks 
it could very well take a few people a couple of days to complete. For 
example, yesterday I prepped my drum student for the recording 
studio and worked out rough spots until he could play the song all 
the way through. Then I restructured the Pro Tools work-flow so 
we could lay in the keys and acoustic guitar tracks without having to 
use an external mic system. Last night I watched a video on drawing 
the human form (a deficit in my creativity up to this point). After a 
few minutes, trading impatience for focus for once in my life, I had a 
solid ‘wire-frame’ and began roughing in the rest until I was satisfied 
I had learned a new skill. This morning I laid in the rough version 
of a musical score for a short film. While the file was rendering, I 
worked on six panels of imagery for T40YO book set. Then, while 
the pdf proof was processing, I went outside to write a few more 
paragraphs for the book. And in the face of all of this, I managed 
to do laundry and clean the bathroom and the kitchen. But it was 
not enough. The overwhelming torment of life under the tyranny 
of time is that I have very few friends I can share this feeling with. 
Any talk of lofty aims and accomplishments is met with vociferous 
repercussions. Over-achievers are branded pompous elitists for life. 

Tonight, I am overcome

— JOURNAL ENTRY, MAY 2015















— excerpted from  
The Son and the Sycamore
by J.J. Silver  |  2012-2015







I’ve never considered myself to be an illustrator. I 

couldn’t draw a human face to save my life. So much 

of this stuff requires patience and focus; Two traits I 

had difficulty bringing out and nurturing with any 

amount of success. So, I stuck to what I loved doing 

when I was young. Doodling and digital art. The 

trouble is I find myself chasing after certain themes. 

Trees, natural elements and scientific anomalies. 

These are the things that will hold my attention and 

somehow they manage to find their way into my work. 







L E T T E R I N G  &  T Y P O G R A P H Y

EARLY IN MY CAREER I HAD OPPORTUNITY TO LOOK over the shoulder 

of one of my lettering heroes, Bruce Hale. He was a client of the packaging 

firm where I worked as a designer back in 1995. One day I worked up 

the nerve to show him my portfolio. I’ll never forget that day. He sat 

quietly thumbing through each page and every now and again he would 

sigh. My emotions ebbed and flowed every time he took a breath until, 

finally, he closed the book and handed it back to me. Without looking up 

at me he scratched his head (like those genius mathematicians do when 

they are highly annoyed). I asked him what he thought of my work. He 

pointed to my book and said “I think you need some guidance.” My heart 

sank. I thanked him politely and began walking back to my office. “Which  

means...” I turned and looked back “...that I have a lot of work to do.”

My creative ambitions and the means to bring them to life took a 

significant turn that day. Bruce went on to become my mentor and 

friend.  And I owe him a debt I couldn’t repay in a thousand lifetimes. 





THERE’S LONG BEEN CONTENTION ABOUT WHO KILLED JESUS. 

Although it appears on the surface to be cut-and-dried, the issue of execution 

does pose a slight problem to the rhetoric I heard growing up. I believe it is clear, 

based upon the evidence, that Pilate was a cruel bastard. He wanted up the food 

chain as quickly as possible. Jesus was making noise. It all gave Pilate a headache. 

To him, Jesus was just another rebel miracle-worker and would-be-messiah and 

that meant undue pressure from the higher-ups back in Rome. I have no problem 

believing that Pilate killed Jesus and that his blood-drunk goons enjoyed every 

minute of it as they always had. They were rewarded for their delight in it. The 

Jews didn’t have the luxury of capital punishment. But something stands out to 

me as I uncover some of the more intimate operations of the Temple at that time. 

If the Jews didn’t have the power to execute someone for violating Torah, how is 

it that we have a sign on the entrance to the Holy Place that reads: “Any foreigner 

who passes over from the Court of the Gentiles into the Temple area proper has 

only himself to blame for his subsequent death.”? Though I really do love the idea of 

a sign like this - it does leave one to ponder the things he learned in Sunday School.

the ROMANS, in the PORTICO, 
with a CANDLESTICK

— EXCERPTED FROM THE GREAT(S) DIVIDE  |  BY JOHN SILVER







When my father passed away, 
he left me all of the Silver family 

records dating back to 1490. 
I wasn’t prepared for what I 

would discover among the dusty, 
mildew-tinged papers. One of 
the stories I found was one I’d 

heard about before. In the 1830’s 
my great, great uncle, Charlie 

Silver, was one-part tail-chaser 
and two-parts drinker. His 

wife, Frankie, was all-parts fed 
up with him. So, she took an 

axe to his neck while he slept by 
the fireplace with their infant 

daughter in his arms. The sordid 
tale has become a permanent 

part of North Carolina history. 
They found parts of poor ol’ 

Charlie’s body at different times 
and in three different locations. 

As a result, he is buried beneath 
three grave markers. That is 

the reason behind the title of the 
feature film I am writing.





BLACK OCTOBER

2001

— JOURNAL ENTRY, JUNE 2012

I THINK ONE OF GOD’S MORE PERPLEXING ATTRIBUTES IS HIS 

PENCHANT FOR VEXING US WITH DEEP CREATIVE DESIRE BUT 

ONLY ALLOWING IT TO BE FUELED TO ANY MEANINGFUL DEGREE 

BY TRAGEDY. JUST AS HE CREATED THE WORLD OUT OF DARKNESS 

I FEEL LIKE HE EXPECTS US TO WORK OUT OF OUR PAIN AND FEAR 

TO BRING SOMETHING WORTHWHILE INTO EXISTENCE. OF COURSE, 

AS WITH ALL MY SPECULATION, THIS REASONING COULD JUST 

AS EASILY TURN OUT TO BE A PILE OF SHIT. EITHER WAY, AS I WAS 

REFLECTING BACK OVER BLACK OCTOBER, THE MONTH THAT KICKED 

OFF A YEAR OF THE MOST INTENSELY PERSONAL SUFFERING I HAVE 

EVER EXPERIENCED, I NOTICED MY SONGWRITING HAD CHANGED. 

THE LYRICS BECAME MORE SPIRITUALLY REVEALING AND THE TONES 

MUCH DEEPER AND DARKER. AS OF THIS WRITING, I AM RERECORDING 

AND MASTERING TWELVE OF THOSE SONGS FOR RELEASE IN 2016 

IN THE FORM OF AN ALBUM I’M CALLING DARKER DAYS REVISITED.  







— JOURNAL ENTRY, MAY 1999













When I  
was a kid 

I dreamed of teaching. 

Thirty-five years later 

it's hard to believe I am 

actually living out that 

dream. It's not what I 

thought it would be. At 

the age of eight, humility, 

joy, raw nerves and an 

overwhelming sense of 

responsibility to get the 

facts right never entered 

into the equation. The 

possibility that people 

would actually listen 

and apply the knowledge 

in their own lives wasn't 

a concept I understood. 

Now, when I look out and 

see people gasp at ideas 

and epiphanies it makes 

me feel very small.









WHEN I SAW STAR WARS FOR THE FIRST 

TIME AT THE DRIVE-IN. THAT WAS THE 

DAY MY INNER WORLD CHANGED. MY 

FATHER WAS A TRADITIONAL MAN 

WITH PURITANICAL LEANINGS AND HE 

WOULDN’T ALLOW US KIDS TO SEE THE 

FILM; SO ONE OF MY MOM'S FRIENDS 

TOOK ME TO SEE IT WHILE MY DAD WAS 

AWAY ONE WEEKEND. AS I WATCHED THE 

STORY UNFOLD ON THE BIG SCREEN, 

MY IMAGINATION WAS UNLOCKED. AS 

SOON AS IT CAME OUT ON TELEVISION 

A YEAR OR SO LATER I RECORDED 

IT ON AN OLD CASSETTE RECORDER 

AND WROTE DOWN THE ENTIRE SCRIPT 

VERBATIM. I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN THEN 

THINGS WOULD START GOING SIDEWAYS 

IN MY SOCIAL LIFE AS I GREW UP.









the world is burning. 
We are decaying; everyday one step closer to worm food. 
It appears that the source of this carnival of corruption 
had been gestating in the belly of a talking snake and 
was born when it struck up a conversation with a couple 
of unwitting passersby. Don’t get defensive. I’m just 
telling you what I’ve been told. Do I believe it? Well, 
as it happens, the answer to your question will fill the 
remaining pages of this book. All I know is that when 
we were first given life by our Creator we were home. 
And now we aren’t. So, it seems to me the object of the 
endgame is to get back there. To Return. This book is 
not a map to the gates of Eden. It’s not a star-chart to 
Heaven. Most will rightly tell you only one Book has 
that distinction. Of course, even that Book only works 
to the degree you know what it means. And most who 
tell you the Book is map of the Master Plan can’t even 
tell you what it says let alone what it means. It should 
perplex the hell out of us. So, if you understand most 
of what the Book says and that it means what you’ve 
come to believe that it means, then the one you hold in 
your hands isn’t for you. If you are just as stymied as I 
am - and, like me, you won’t be satisfied until you are as 
close to the truth as you can possibly be without having 
already Returned - then I wrote this book for you.

The sky is falling. 









This entry (August 1990) was  
the precurser to The Unrequited 
 ( J.J. Silver | R.E.D. Ent. | 2014)



— December 2002





SITTING IN THE STUDIO FOR THE FIRST TIME WHEN YOU’RE A PIMPLY-

FACED SIXTEEN-YEAR-OLD SHOULD BE UNNERVING. IT WASN’T FOR ME. I 

FELT LIKE A RACEHORSE WAITING FOR THE CHUTE TO OPEN. I SAT BEHIND 

THIS MONSTROUS TAMA DRUM KIT, POPPED ON THE HEADPHONES AND 

UNLEASHED A VIOLENT ASSAULT ON THE SNARE DRUM. IT SOUNDED LIKE A 

CANON IN AN AIRPLANE HANGAR. I WAS LIT UP, OFF AND RUNNING!









everyone stands before one of two thrones. 
If, while you were here, you accepted that 
a loving, eternal father sits upon one of 
them you will find Him there. If you reject 
that notion of god because he was cruel and 
sadistic then you will stand before that god.

you will find all of the people who ever loved Him

in front of the throne of the 

in front of the throne of the 

one you will find only a mirror

In the End









A New Decree I Give to You...
We take a political stand with a substance resembling faith hoping the unseen 
evidence will earn us a wink and a nod from the one we claim is the Author and 
Finisher of it. When, in truth, we agree He’s the Author — but we’re finishing 
what He started. We live in a city on a hill where we let our little lights shine 

so that young people who wake up in darkness every morning can catch a 
glimpse of hope. If only they didn’t live so gosh darn far down in the valley 

below. Traveling in the wind and rain is not good for little lights. We believe 
in the righteousness of God so much that we’d rather die than put ourselves 

in the position of coming in contact with a contagion so unrighteous that - to 
our estimation - even God would be incapable of washing off our clothes. We 

believe in changing the world without first healing it. We stand for charity and 
offer the less fortunate and sandwich and a tract but no home because street 
people are unsafe and unpredictable these days. Good thing we’re safe - and 

predictable. We are confident in the craftsmanship of our custom-forged 
Biblical armory. Yet every time we draw our double-edged Swords of the Spirit 

they keep cutting off our Belts of Truth. Thankfully for us, the Almighty 
invented duct tape. We believe Jesus saved us from hell by shedding His own 
scarlet-red blood. Thankfully for us red is the color of the Republican party.

We are Americans. We are Christians.

But thankfully for me, I still have a purple heart.



You're so hollow inside

You struggle to commit; 

You find it hard to decide

Where this will end

You're a charmer of souls

The man behind the curtain; 

The star of the show

Your own best friend

In the limelight again

Nobody real is ever watching

But the people within 

your mind will do

With your hands in the air

The crowd is going wild 

and the audience deserves you

There's a hole in your soul

Just fill it up with anything 

to regain control

You might succeed this time

If you're uncomfortable with 

the emptiness inside you

Just believe in the myth 

that you'll be just fine

You've got nothing to gain

Don't disturb the anesthetic 

taking over your veins

Just drift away

But whatever you do, 

repeat the cycle daily

Fight the obvious truth

You're better off that way

You're awake enough to see

That everything you need 

is out of reach Because 

you're pride gets in the way

You're at your place 

behind your door

Your blood cries out for more

The medication that 

keeps the world away

Your constant lust for skin

Will send you off again 

looking for something

That you swear you never knew

But in the morning when she's gone

You'll finally see she played along

She's just as empty; 

She feeds the way you do -

consumes you through and through

— The Glitch | J . J . Silver 2004













I’ve been catching nothing but shit lately from 

my creative friends about being a conservative 

artist. Most of them seem genuinely shocked 

(and then repulsed) when I give voice to almost 

any of my political views. But I like to think 

I have a relatively open mind. There are only 

two issues that have me digging my heels in: 

Abortion and religious freedom for Christians 

equal to that given to every other religion. 

But aside from those two stances, I prefer to 

implement an observe-and-decide methodology 

to social issues. But more to the point, when 

did my colleagues come up with this crazy 

notion that somehow conservative artists and 

musicians should turn in their creative licenses  

simply because we stand by our convictions 

and decide for ourselves which social issues 

are most consistent with our belief systems? 

— Journal Entry, June 2002















— August 2012







I  never  qu ite  f i t  in  w ith  the  others  in  my youth group. 

E v e ryo n e  s e e m e d  s o  w r a p p e d  u p  i n  ta l k i n g  a b o u t 

serv ing God ,  be ing  a  good witness  for God and hav ing 

more  o f  Go d  in  t h e ir  l i v e s .  I  a lways  won d e re d  w h at 

God thought  I  should be  do ing w ith  my l i fe .  I  knew He 

had g iven  me  g if t s  to  use  but  I  never  felt  l ike  I  had 

properly  served H im w ith  them .  I  preferred secul ar 

mus ic  and I  grav itated  toward non - Chri st ian  fr iends . 

Ye ars  l ater ,  I  not ice  how some of  those  youth group 

k ids  are  no longer involved w ith  the  church .  a  few have 

even become downright  host i le  to  the  not ion of  God . 

but  Here  I  a m now,  actually  en joy ing my t ime  at  church 

and serv ing in  whatever  capac it y  I  can  be  used .  I ’m  not 

sure  what  that  says  but  i t  seems to  be  the  pat tern 

of  my l i fe  l ately.  Every where  I  look :  Role - reversal .











The victorious battle to reclaim and purify the 

Temple and the Altar would result in scores of 

lost lives. But as the victors entered the city they 

waved palm fronds and shouted Hosanna to the

Highest. however, they also neglected to deal 

with the Syrians in the fortress overlooking the 

temple and it would soon come back to bite them.

Excerpted

from my 

Roots of 

Redemption 

study notes 

about the 

Maccabees 

who finally 

expelled the 

Greeks from 

the Temple in 

Jerusalem.



i have finally decided  

to count my blessings. it 

was either that or count 

the number of days i've  

been held hostage by 

my own regrets. because 

no matter how hard we 

try to convince ourselves 

otherwise, all of us are

Counters by Nature.
Journal Entry, March 1999











party with Allen and Josh tonight. 
There were over 200 of us crammed into 

a warehouse way out in the valley. 

Mike rigged up a keg of Budweiser and a 

drinking straw-type-thing for me to sit 

on while I played. Big mistake! After the 

fifth song (I Don’t Want to Be President, I 

think) I put my feet under the kick drum 

and got dizzy. I fell backwards and the 

whole kit came down on top of me. I was 

laughing too hard to show just how 

pissed off I really was. Then the Sheriff’s 

deputies showed up. They were pretty 

cool about everything and just made 

us go home. At first, I figured they just 

didn’t feel like filling out 200+ reports on a 

Friday night. But later I learned Jason’s 

dad was one of them. I guess Spokane is the 

good ol’ boy city of the north after all. 

Played drums at a

— June 1991



Last night I began the arduous process of committing to film the most 

intimate moments of my emotional life. After confiding in my therapist that I 

was usually in good spirits whenever I came to visit her but that I was a mess at 

night, we agreed that capturing the rough moments while I was experiencing 

them was the best course of action. Trouble is, when the darkness strikes I 

don’t really feel like hitting the record button. In fact, I don’t really feel like 

doing much of anything. But I did it anyway. And the same dynamic came into 

in play like it does once I start doing something. I found it easier to go on with 

the ‘confessional’ once I got started. But after watching the two I recorded, I 

concluded that if someone who doesn’t know me ever saw them, they might 

be inclined to believe that I was as despondent as Robert Smith (of The 

Cure, for those uninitiated with what I call the ‘melancholo-goth’ music of 

the nineties). So, here’s to another episode of The Lost Book of John: Unbound 

which airs tonight on a broadcast network you probably don’t have access to.

— April 2014







Urban legend suggests that blood, when examined under proper lighting, 
appears to be bright red — but if you could cut open a vein without 
exposing it to oxygen, you might find ‘blue blood’. For the purposes of 
our story, here’s another way to look at it: I am liberal-hearted and 
conservative-minded. I just can’t believe we can lead healthy, productive 

lives unless our inclinations are tempered by common sense. 

For instance, homeless people have been a blemish on the face of the 
earth to the patricians of every society since the dawn of civilization. Julius 
Caesar used it to his advantage. Give the poor and destitute what they 
need (or what they want depending on how desperate things are looking on 
the Senate floor) and make ‘friends on the street’ for life. The patricians 
(read ‘conservatives’) argue that generosity enables the riffraff to continue on 
existing in a state of unchecked debauchery. Plebes (read ‘liberals’) suggest 
that if you care for the down-and-out you are walking in the footsteps of Jesus 
and Gandhi (in secret, they also hope the altruism will someday be revisited 

upon them). So, how did Jesus handle this conundrum?

Unfortunately for the red in me, Jesus often went blue. I hate believing 
this because I am loathe to hand my liberal friends a blank check (often 
for good reason — blue people are not great with money). Once, when 
approached for money by a beggar on the street, Peter replied: “Silver 
and gold have I none. But such as I have give I thee!” Then he proceeded 
to preach to the guy. But Jesus never told him to preach And the evidence 
suggests that Jesus wouldn’t have approved (we shouldn’t be shaken by 
this; Peter was forever doing things that made Jesus scratch His head). 
A central tenet of Judaism in the first century was orchestrated around 
caring for the poor, the widows and the orphans. No questions asked.

I Have A Purple Heart. 

— Journal Entry, June 2007



ten words tocalm a storm





If you frequent urban coffeehouses across the country you’re bound to come 

across The Dog Dude. There are exceptions so pay close attention to the 

official description. In order to be The Dog Dude, the Dude will be over 50. 

He will be wearing either a wool sweater or a wool-lined jean jacket (if it’s hot 

outside a NASCAR t-shirt is often substituted). The beer gut is optional but 

it helps increase the chances that you are actually witnessing this spectacular 

anomaly and not a cheap imitation. Now, we turn our attention to the most 

important element: The Dog. The Dog will be either a Mastiff, Newfie or St. 

Bernard. Any other breed and you may be looking at The Poodle Princess, 

The Shepherd Sheriff or, God help you, Chihuahua Charlie. If you see him, turn 

around and slip out sideways. If you’ve already ordered your latte, leave it. All 

I can say is that there is no way out of a Chihuahua Charlie conversation (which 

usually involves aliens and The New World Order). One of the most intriguing 

experiences that comes with an authentic Dog Dude encounter is listening in 

on The Question Game. Everyone loves a big fluffy dog (except for little boys 

who usually turn and run for the men’s room which vexes me - but the numbers 

don’t lie, folks!). To the right, I have listed the top ten questions and the 

answers to each as rendered by The Dog Dude, himself. In order of frequency...

#47 • THE DOG DUDE



1) DOES HE BITE?

“Only little boys and girls who ask questions!” 

(This is followed by a forced Luciferian laugh).

2) WHAT’S HER NAME (usually asked by a little girl)?

“HIS name is...” (Typically, The Dog will be named 

Tiny, Sam, Beau or some combination of the 

three. I did know of one Dog named Capone 

which is cool but unfortunately bounces him right 

out of The Dog Dude category).

3) CAN I PET HIM?

“Sure! Why would you ask that? I mean, it’s not 

like he’s ever torn into anyone’s flesh so badly that 

I had to perform an amputation and cauterize the 

arm socket with a curling iron a few years back in 

Raleigh, North Carolina. Nope! Nothing like that 

at all. You can just pet your little heart out!” 

4) I BET HE EATS A LOT!

As this is not a question, The Dog Dude will only 

smile and nod sarcastically; a clear indication you 

are looking at the real McCoy.

5) HOW OLD IS HE?

(To a man) “Oh, ‘bout eleven or twelve. Not that 

old”. (To a woman) “Four years, 2 months and 3 

days. How old are you, Darlin’?”

Here’s where things start to a bit tricky for The 

Dog Dude because the Professional Armchair Dog 

Breeders (or PADB) begin to arrive from either the 

local PETA satellite office or a nearby Petsmart.

6) OH, IS HE A...(insert genus-specific Latin 

nomenclature here)?

“I don’t think so. He’s a mix of somethin’ ‘r other. 

Just a regular ol’ mutt”.

7) AWWW! IS HE A RETIRED SERVICE DOG?

“Retired from what service? He hasn’t worked a 

day in his life! Who are you people?”

8) CUTE CANINE! WERE YOU IN THE SERVICE?

“Who are you asking? Me or him? I was in the 

service for twenty-five years! This mutt hasn’t 

done anything for anyone! All he’s done is eat  

and shit for as long as I can remember”.

9) (Asked by a coffeehouse manager) SIR, IS HE A 

SERVICE DOG? IF NOT, I’LL HAVE TO ASK YOU 

TO PUT HIM OUTSIDE.

“Yes! He’s a retired cadaver dog. But he’ll be 

back on duty in about two minutes if you don’t 

get back behind the counter and put on another 

pot of Sumatra!”

10) (Asked by a police officer five minutes later)  

SIR, CAN YOU STEP OUTSIDE WITH ME?

Unfortunately, due to circumstances beyond my 

control, I never get to find out how this game 

ends. But it’s always been entertaining to watch 

The Dog Dude wave to the nice officer with his 

middle finger extended as he and Tiny Sam-Beau 

peel out in his fabled 1978 Ford pickup. I do hope 

The Dog Dude makes it back in tomorrow.







How I would go about looking for a wealthy 
arts patron to fund all of my projects. How was 
this sort of thing done up until now? After a bit 
of looking I found what amounts to a definition 
of sorts. In a letter, Samuel Johnson describes a 

wealthy Patron of the Arts as. . . 
 

“One who looks with unconcern 
on a man struggling for life in 
the water, then, once the man 

has reached the shore, suddenly 
encumbers him with help”. 
So, it sounds like not much has changed.

I’ve always wondered

— august 2000





Turkish Coffee 
is a method of 

preparing unfiltered 
coffee. Roasted 
and then finely 
ground coffee 

beans are boiled in 
a pot, usually with 
sugar, and served 

in a cup where 
the grounds are 

allowed to settle. 
At present, it is 

found in the Middle 
East, North Africa, 
the Caucasus, the 
Balkans, Bali, and 

Eastern Europe.











person based on laws it doesn’t understand, how 
can the judgments hold water in the long run? I 
get that our moral compasses point north (so-to-
speak) but when we don’t know how societal rules 
are passed down from people to people or how the 
laws were implemented in earlier eras or what 
issues they addressed, we are sort of grasping 
at straws based on a feeling. For instance, how 
is it that those who are opposed to abortion 
always seem to be in favor of capital punishment?  

As fire when thrown into water is cooled 
down and put out, so also a false accusation 
when brought against a man of the purest 
and holiest character, boils over and is at 

once dissipated, and vanishes and threats of 
heaven and sea, himself standing unmoved.

— Marcus Tullius Cicero

When society judges a

February 12, 1996



Jerusalem, 70 CE. On a warm August night in Jerusalem, 

a footman from Legion V Macedonica follows the pressing 

throng of legionnaires over the eastern wall. With a head full 

of adrenaline and a heart full of vengeance, he leaps over the 

Soreg into the Temple compound. He climbs the steps and passes 

through Nicanor Gate and watches the chaos unfold. The soldier 

sees a small apartment attached to the side of the Temple. The 

door swings open and a servant of the priesthood dashes out into 

the madness. When the soldier notices the servant has hidden a 

sizable amount of Temple treasure in the folds of his robes, he 

exchanges light for lance. Without blinking, he tosses his torch 

across the threshold of the open doorway into the apartment, 

grips his spear in both hands and gives chase. What young Quintus 

Rusticus of Legion V couldn’t possibly have known is that his 

actions that fateful night would change the center of civilization 

and the future of faith forever. And just like all of those who 

affect time and space to any real, tangible degree - the legacy 

of poor Quintus fades with the setting sun. But his work lives on. 

Days later, the once-mighty Temple in Jerusalem is reduced to 

ashes bringing to an end the paramount Jewish sacrificial 

system and ushering in something far more — Complicated.

— From the introduction to Roots of Redemption





My long-standing obsession with all  
things apothecary and alchemical  

began with The Elder Scrolls game, 
Morrowind. I was fascinated by 

 the fact that in the game you could gather 
reagents and solvents and whip up potions  

to mend yourself and poisons to maim  
others. I even had a scaled down chemistry 

lab in my house for experiments. For potions 
of course. Certainly not for poisons — 

 at least none that I care to admit to.  





Once upon a time, 
I played a video game for so long in one 
sitting I was seeing red numbers in my 
sleep. But the most significant indicator 
that I needed a break was when I tried 
to pyro-blast a ninja-lootin’ cop who 
wrote me a ticket for walking across the 
railroad tracks instead of the crosswalk. 
Obviously my magicka pool had been 
depleted because he slapped a ticket into  
my curled right hand, oblivious to the 
amount of deep concentration that dual-
casting requires. Nevermind the cost 

of training the spell in the first place!







THE MASSIVE AUROCH BULL STOOD 
chewing its cud as it always had before. But this time, it was facing east rather than staring 

Isaac in the face like a mindless mule. Like before, the bull stood upon the brazen altar in 

Jerusalem. Isaac could see the order of Levites lined up behind the animal at the base of the 

altar. But tonight, something rather peculiar happened. Rising slowly from the other side of 

the bull was a silver menorah – each of its seven branches tipped with a red rooster feather. 

It wasn’t until he came to realize that the menorah was attached to the head of a woman 

draped in white robes that Isaac began wishing he was somewhere else. Her head was covered 

in a white, linen scarf that wrapped around and concealed her lips. In fact, the only portion 

of her face not shrouded were two sapphire-eyes sunk deep into a face as pale as the moon.

Once the deathly-white maiden had ascended the steps of the altar, the Auroch was the 

only thing separating the two participants in what was slowly becoming a nightmare. 

And just when Isaac thought it couldn’t get any worse the atmosphere took on a sinister 

tone. The fabled Levite choir began singing with the fullness of ten legions of angels – 

in Latin. Isaac felt sick. The woman stared icy-shards into his soul and spoke in three 

different tongues with the voices of two men and one woman. Though Isaac only 

recognized one language, all three slithered their chilling counsel around his heart. 

Highest Above, we offer you the blood 
of this animal in exchange for the 

forgiveness of the sins committed by 
this treacherous young boy. Please 

accept our humble offering even as he 
rejects your holy decrees!

from I sa ac the Rom an |  John S i lver |  2010 -2013











When I was a designer at Costco 

Wholesale, I used to sit through 

these production meetings every 

morning. Just to pass the time (not 

that I wasn’t listening, of course!), 

I would doodle the hour away.  

The illustration on the right over 

there came from a rough pattern 

of swirls and leaves I had drawn 

on the back of a production board.



















— June 2015



 
 

I noticed right off the bat was this cloak-and-dagger 
atmosphere surrounding messianic scholarship. In 
Israel, you might understand the precautions Jewish 
Christians take given the vitriol they are often subjected 
to by anti-missionaries there. But in the States, it can seem 
a bit arrogant — even paranoid. Inquiries for information 
even as mundane as a statement of faith are met with 
suspicion. Messianic congregations in general are a treat 
for the senses. The music, the tradition, the symbolism 
and the liturgy seem warmer and more celebratory than 
many of the evangelical services I grew up in. However, 
there tends to be an accompanying snobbery that comes 
with it; ‘You say Jesus we say Yeshua’. Not stopping 
to think that in the larger story, both euphemisms are wrong.
Afterall, Jesus was his Greek/Latin name, Yeshua was 
his street name; The name his mom and dad gave him. 

One of the things
When it comes to Messianic Judaism





The Skinny

Studies have shown 
that reduced-fat drinks 

may not be as filling 
therefore consumers end 
up compensating for the 
lack of calories by eating 

or drinking more. We 
need a certain amount 

of calories in our bodies, 
people! Say it together: 
“Breve! Breve! Breve!”



Caffeine, like nicotine, is a stimulant. Throw 30mg of Adderall into 
the mix and you have a recipe for a 300-page novel written in 60 minutes 
or less. You can compose a concerto in a day or so and paint a few 
dozen 10x10’ canvases inside of a week. Alright, I’m not saying they 
any of them will be perfect works of art but the story unfolds the same 
way. I know these things because I have undertaken all three artistic 
feats under the influence those same three drugs (before you start 
chanting ‘meth-head’ you should know that the latter was prescribed 
by a reputable physician). Sitting here at a coffeehouse in Seattle, 
it’s interesting to see more than a few writers pecking away on their 
laptops and a handful of filmmakers pouring over a script. Eventually, 
I think I’ll write a book about all of the things you see and hear in a 
place like this. That is, once I get all the other projects off my plate.
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What can be  
said about the

It’s cold. Damn cold! And when you are the first to get 

there - arriving before the scores of catholic faithful 

- it can mean the start of a perfect day. Until you step 

into that water. I baptized Corbin in the Jordan on his 

13th birthday. It really was unmeasurable in terms of 

beauty and personal significance. But i can honestly 

say that I’ve never seen a kid acknowledge Jesus as his 

lord and savior, go into full immersion and come out 

of the water and into a hot shower faster in my life! 











There are many who would call their mother a 'hero'. In the absence of a 
father (or in his presence if he is not much of one), a mother can serve as 
the sole inspiration for a child who many consider to be a dreamer. My 
mom was a classical pianist whose teacher and mentor owned some of the 
only original Mozart notations in existence. Dr. Hans Moldenhauer was 
a German-born pianist and composer. My mother came under his tutelage 
at the age of five. By the time she was 17, Dr. Moldenhauer had created a 
protégé and was ready to take her to Carnegie Hall. But then a man named 
Donald came along. He proposed to her. Moldenhauer's heart was broken. 
He called my mom's grandmother (who was raising her) and begged her to 
'talk sense to Donna'. My great grandmother refused to stand in the way of 
love. Though she didn't know it at the time, my mother had chosen a life of 
heartache over a life of prestige and notoriety. She chose to suffer quietly. 
She is the exception to the rule. She is not a hero. She is the voice of God 
on earth in my ears (and my soul). She didn't ask for the job. God just gave 
her a child with a terminal illness (at least by medical standards in the 
70's). Not only did she have to watch over me but she did so while working 
as an ER nurse's aid at the hospital where I spent the first four years of my 
life. She remained focused on providing care to patients and managed to 
maintain a professional rapport with doctors and nurses even as her son 
lay dying in the next room. Technically, this would be a conflict of interest 
but her bosses and co-workers allowed (and all but ran interference for) the 
inconvenience. It seems I was a popular distraction for more than a few of 
them. But more pressing demands on my mothers patience would come as 
I grew older. Even after the miraculous recovery, darker days lay ahead.





And once the flame, small and inadequate as it appears, has 

banished what little darkness it can, and just before the flame 

begins to sputter and fade, the man will observe a curious wonder; 

In the light that remains, he will begin to see the faces of others 

pressing in on him. Others carrying their own fading flames. If the 

man is fortunate, he will come to realize that his was never a 

solitary spark. And in that moment, the spark that became a flame 

will become a fire. Only then can the journey truly begin.

and take hold of the



And once the flame, small and inadequate as it appears, has 

banished what little darkness it can, and just before the flame 

begins to sputter and fade, the man will observe a curious wonder; 

In the light that remains, he will begin to see the faces of others 

pressing in on him. Others carrying their own fading flames. If the 

man is fortunate, he will come to realize that his was never a 

solitary spark. And in that moment, the spark that became a flame 

will become a fire. Only then can the journey truly begin.

Every man must find his way through the darkness left by those 
who came before. A darkness left by those who now live far 

beyond the reach of fisted hands and pointed fingers.

To carry on, he must look into his own heart

and take hold of the

For no man can return  to his Creator alone.

he finds there. And when that Spark is brought out 
into the darkness, it will become a flame.





not the place that was described 
for me as i grew up anyway.  
Fluffy clouds; looking up, I’ve seen my fill 
of the under-bellies of plenty of them just by 
nature of living in Seattle. I can’t imagine 
how things could look any different topside. 
Harps; they remind me of new age, crystal-
carrying enchantresses who play weddings and 
rotary halls for extra cash. Gold is overrated 
and my surname renders any celebration of its 
worth a conflict of interest. Recently, I’ve 
been delving deep into the Jewish concept of 
the afterlife. This version suggests that we 
aren’t going ‘up there’ at all. Heaven is coming 
to us. ‘The World to Come’ is a healed world. 
An earth restored to its former glory. It is 
‘Home’ without talking snakes and forbidden 
fruit and curious children who pluck the 
latter having given the former an audience. 
Gan Eden (The Garden in Eden) was always 
a place I wanted to live. To my delight (and 
surprise) Eden 2.0 will be even better than 
its predecessor. Since my discovery of the 
possibility of this sort of afterlife, my sadness 
for the ones I love who have crossed over the 
ancient rivers into Paradise has turned to 
hope. My fear of death has diminished and 
now only the fear of any pain that might 
come before it remains.   —  A p r i l  2 0 1 0 

is not for me.
Heaven





Written in loving memory of my perplexing, frustrating, confusing, at times 
disappointing yet always well-meaning  father, Rev. Donald R. Silver. 

Dedicated to my mother, Donna, who has battled and beaten 
cancer and who continues to outwit the dealer of the hand of 
cards she’s been playing since childhood - if not just to keep her 
children out of trouble. Also to my inspiring, faithful, hilarious, 
talented, good-for-nothing, yet eternally-blood-bound siblings 
and extended family; Nathan Silver, Matthew Silver, Heather 
Silver (Parker); Corbin, Caleb, Celina, Christian, Alyssa, Benjamin; 
Rich, Mike, Randy and Kerri. To my youngest-oldest best friends 
since birth; Nate (and Rebecca) Mildren and Kimmie Correll 
(Olsen). And finally, my pastor and friend, Aaron Thompson and my 

rabbi and Hebrew mentor, Oscar Richardson.

Without all of you, I would be without all of you. But more to the point, I 
would be an unhappy hermit carving cryptic phrases into the walls of a one-

room cabin in the woods. Thank you, everyone.
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Hey, genius! This is the back of the book. There’s nothing here. All the words and pictures are on the inside. What’s that? You’re 
looking for publishing logos? Like I’d mess up perfectly good leather with a logo. Turn the book over and open it up again before 
someone sees you. Honestly, though I appreciate your dedication to the art world. Thanks for that. Now, then...the book...turn it over.


